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FTER a simply

outstanding

year so far for

our existing

Kingsley Park partnerships,

we are excited to announce

the launch of two new

Kingsley Park partnerships

this autumn. The proposed

partnerships are, once again,

intended to afford supporters

of Kingsley Park the chance

to become involved in all

the thrills of owning and

racing racehorses, but at a

fraction of the cost of sole

ownership.

As Mark points out in his

Straight Talking column in

this issue, this year the

Kingsley Park partnerships

have enhanced their track

record both of achieving

success on the racecourse

for our partners, and in

offering those who invest in

shares excellent value for

money. And, crucially,

partners of the Kingsley Park

partnerships benefit from the fact that all

such partnerships are underwritten by

Johnston Racing, partners will never be

asked to contribute any more than the

sum to which they agreed at the outset of

the partnership.

Yearlings

The first partnership being launched

this year is Kingsley Park 11. This will

consist of 20 shares in three yearlings to

be purchased at the forthcoming round

of yearling sales. Each share will cost

£7,500, or £8,000 if the purchaser

chooses to pay part of the price by a

deposit of £3,500 followed by

instalments of £750 over six months. For

each horse the partnership decides to

race into a second year, a further

payment of £1,600 will be due in

November 2019.

The yearlings will race for the

partnership in 2019/20, and any horses

remaining at the end of the partnership

period in October 2020 will be sold at

the Horses-In-Training sales, and the

proceeds added to the partnership

account.

Kingsley Park 12 – Ready To Run is

designed to do what the name says. Two

horses will be bought at the Horses-In-

Training sales this autumn with a view to

running for the partnership between

December 1, 2018 and the end of

November 2019. Twenty shares will be

available, each at a cost of £4,750, or

£5,150, if purchased under the

instalment option (£2,600 plus six

monthly instalments of £425). At the end

of the partnership period, the horses will

be sold and the proceeds applied to the

partnership account.

For both of the new offers, partners

will, as ever, be given the opportunity of

attending annual meetings of the

partners and of participating in the

naming process. The partners will also

become members of the Kingsley Park

Owners Group, which will lease and

race a number of horses in the Kingsley

Park colours on a no-cost, no-income

basis. 

Badges will be available for any KPP

members wishing to attend their races.

And, of course, as with all Johnston

Racing owners, any veterinary costs

associated with KP partnership horses

will be included in the daily rate of

training fee, so partners are protected

from any unforeseen costs.

All prize-money, sales proceeds and

any other income (e.g. appearance

money) will be lodged in the partnership

account, and when the partnership is

dissolved, any surplus will be distributed

between the partners.

Importantly, full rules and details of

both partnerships are now available on

the website (www.johnston.racing). As a

result of the success enjoyed by our

current partnerships, we expect huge

demand for these new partnership offers.

Accordingly, we have decided that in

order to secure a share in either

partnership, a deposit of £500 will need

to be paid as soon as possible. 

E are looking forward to

welcoming partners old and

new into KP11 and KP12,

and would suggest that anyone seeking

to become involved in the continuing

success of Kingsley Park should get in

touch with Mark and the team as soon as

possible. 
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New KPs announced!

Members of  KP 10 after Victory Command’s Listed win at Ascot on July 28
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